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FOREWORD
Military history is the peacetime laboratory for the professional soldier. As duPicq reminds us, "only

study of the past can give us a sense of reality and show us how the soldier will fight in the future."
Serious study of our profession helps narrow the gap between training and battle. Publication and
dissemination of tactical battle studies is the central focus of the Combat Studies Institute and the
Leavenworth Paper series.

At first glance, the study of the Imperial Japanese Army fighting the Soviet Red Army would appear
to have little pertinence to the current doctrinal concerns of the U.S. Army. The great advances in
weapons technology seem to relegate the Nomonhan fighting to antiquarian status as remote as the
Outer-Mongolian border where the battle occurred. However, Dr. Edward J. Drea's, Nomonhan.
Japanese-Soviet Tactical Combat, 1939, which is the second publication in the Leavenworth Paper
series, goes beyond the mere narration of a remote combat engagement.

At its most basic level, this study provides an insight into how two foreign armies conducted field
operations in the days just before World War II. Of particular interest is the manner in which Japanese
stereotypes of Soviet tactics and doctrine adversely influenced the Japanese operations. At an interme-
diate level, this essay describes the Imperial Japanese Army's formulation of operational doctrine and
the application of that doctrine against the Red Army. It clearly reveals that doctrine must be dynamic in
both formulation and application; the theoretical must be relevant to the reality of the battlefield. Finally,
the paper makes us aware of the human factor in combat. Outnumbered, outgunned, and outmaneu-
vered, the Japanese officers and men of the 2d Battalion, 28th Infantry Regiment, 7th Infantry Division,
held their positions until they received orders to withdraw. Tradition, unit esprit, training, and doctrine
all contributed to this exceptional display of courage in the face of awesome enemy superiority.

Today the U.S. Army stresses the concept of fighting outnumbered and winning. To achieve that
difficult feat of arms will require thorough preparation and intensive, realistic training before the first
battle of the next war. This account of how the Imperial Japanese Army prepared for its "first battle"
should help us profit from the Japanese experience against a formidable Soviet enemy. While it points
out errors, it also identifies several Japanese strengths which almost prevailed against the greatest
concentration of armor and mechanized forces then k/own.
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INTRODUCTION

"A Strange War," observed a 20 July
1939 New York Times editorial about
the fighting between the Soviet Red
Army and the Imperial Japanese Army
on the Mongolian steppes. The Times
derided both combatants' claims as ex-
aggerated but inadvertently touched on
the distinctive feature of the fighting
when it described the battle as "raging
in a thoroughly out-of-the-way corner
of the world where it cannot attract a
great deal of attention."' Geography,
the combatants' compulsive secrecy, and
the subsequent outbreak of World War
II in September 1939 all combined to
overshadow the most massive use of
tanks theretofore recorded. The Soviets
used over 1,000 tanks during the fight-
ing and, under the command of Gen-
eral Georgi K. Zhukov, evidenced skill
and sophistication at mechanized war-
fare. The Imperial Japanese Army
(IJA), essentially an infantry force,
fared poorly, and fell victim to a Soviet
double envelopment.

While this "Strange War" may be
all but forgotten in the West, the Sovi-
ets continue to regard it as a brilliant
example of the proper manner in which
to fight a limited border war. During
the time of border clashes with the Peo-
ples' Republic of China in 1968 and
1969, it was no coincidence that several
articles about the 1939 border war ap-

peared in Soviet military journals. At
least a dozen such articles have ap-
peared in Soviet military literature in
the 1970s. Soviet experience gained in
1939 apparently still carries great
weight today.

Similarly, IJA staff officers subse-
quently examined the Japanese
Army's performance at Nomonhan in
minute detail, and even today the bat-
tle serves as a case study at the ad-
vanced tactical schools of the Japanese
Ground Self Defense Forces. The inter-
est of an ally and of a potential adver-
sary suggests that it would be benefi-
cial for the U.S. Army to know what
happened at Nomonhan/Khalkhin Gol
in the summer of 1939.

Yet little on the subject has ap-
peared in English.2 Furthermore, Japa-
nese studies and the few accurate Eng-
lish language accounts tend to focus on
affairs at the division level or above.
The purpose of this paper is to examine
the battalion and company level tactics
that Japanese infantrymen used to
fight the Soviets and the degree of suc-
cess those tactics achieved.

All modern armies have a tactical
doctrine, the officially approved meth-
od for their various units to fight on
the battlefield. The IJA invested much
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time,: talent, and treasure to formulate
a tactical doctrine that would be suc-
cessful against their potential enemy,
the Soviets, who were superior to the
IJA in manpower and materiel. This
essay briefly describes the evolution of
that IJA tactical doctrine, and then pre-
sents a detailed examination of how a
particular Japanese infantry battalion
applied that tactical doctrine in combat
against the Soviets in 1939.

Looking at a small unit in combat
allows the historian the chance to anal-
yze and to scrutinize, doctrine in the
test of battle. Such an approach, in
turn, surfaces questions about the flexi-
bility, applicability, and effectiveness
of doctrine which should concern all
armies.

The day-by-day account of a single
Japanese battalion in battle is not,
however, a comprehensive treatment of
the entire Nomonhan fighting. Ordi-
nary Japanese combat infantrymen,
like those of any army, did not have
the time to reflect on whether or not
their fighting techniques followed offi-
cial IJA doctrine. The Japanese private,
clinging to a sand dune during an en-
emy artillery barrage, could not have a
clear grasp of the overall battle, the so-
called "Big Picture," which retrospect
provides. He received orders and car-
ried out those orders based on his previ-
ous training. His was a limited but
unique view of land warfare. Here an
overview of the Nomonhan campaign
is provided, but the theme is small unit
tactics and the focus is the battalion,
the microcosm, not the division or the
army.

The IJA's 2d Battalion, 28th Infan-
try Regiment, 7th Infantry Division
(2/28th Infantry), serves as the vehicle
for this study. There are several rea-

sons for the selection of this particular
unit. First, the 2/28th Infantry's report
of the fighting (hereafter referred to as
War Diary) is available and provides
detailed information on its day-to-day

Excerpt from 2/28th Infantry War Diary.

operations against the Red Army at
Nomonhan. Second, the battalion oper-
ated as an independent unit attached
to different task force commanders for
different missions. Third, it is neither
so small that its activities were over-
shadowed by a parent unit nor too
large for the study of small unit tactics.
Finally, the battalion participated in
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both offensive and defensive opera-
tions against the Red Army, providing
an insight into IJA tactics for each
situation.

The primary documents used in this
study are in the IJA archives, which
are open to the general public. One col-
lection is available on microfilm in the
U.S. Library of Congress. The original
documents are kept at the National De-

fense College Archives in Tokyo, Ja-
pan. These IJA documents were origi-
nally classified materials, and I have
included the original military classifi-
cation when citing the documents to
allow the reader to have a sense of the
importance that the IJA attached to
these papers. Throughout this study all
Japanese personal names are given in
the Japanese manner, surname preced-
ing given name.

Edward J. Drea
Combat Studies Institute

U.S. Army Command and General
Staff College

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
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